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Abstract

Epigenetics is coming to the fore as a key process which underpins health. In
particular emerging experimental evidence has associated alterations to DNA
methylation status with healthspan and aging. Mammalian DNA methyla-
tion status is maintained by an intricate array of biochemical and molecular
processes. It can be argued changes to these fundamental cellular processes
ultimately drive the formation of aberrant DNA methylation patterns, which
are a hallmark of diseases, such as cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and cardio-
vascular disease. In recent years mathematical models have been used as
effective tools to help advance our understanding of the dynamics which
underpin DNA methylation. In this paper we present linear and nonlinear
models which encapsulate the dynamics of the molecular mechanisms which
define DNA methylation. Applying a recently developed Bayesian algorithm
for parameter estimation and model selection, we are able to estimate distri-
butions of parameters which include nominal parameter values. Using limited
noisy observations, the method also identified which methylation model the
observations originated from, signaling that our method has practical appli-
cations in identifying what models best match the biological data for DNA
methylation.
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1. Introduction1

DNA methylation has a pivotal epigenetic role to play during embryonic2

development [1]. The covalent bonding of methyl groups to DNA serves to3

regulate gene expression during this period and is a process which culminates4

with the formation of tissue specific methlylation patterns. However, during5

ageing mammalian methylation patterns change. Ageing is synonymous with6

genome wide hypomethylation, whilst, paradoxically, it is associated with7

regional increases in DNA methylation, most notably at the promoter region8

of a diverse array of genes [2].9

Intriguingly, several disease processes display similar characteristics. Specif-10

ically, cancers invariably show global hypomethylation and gene specific hy-11

permethylation, while autoimmune diseases routinely exhibit hypomethyla-12

tion both globally and on specific genes [3]. Moreover, changes to genomic13

methylation patterns with age have a burgeoning role to play in cardiovas-14

cular disease [4], Alzheimer’s disease [5], and osteoporosis/osteoarthritis [6].15

Thus, it is clear the dysregulation of this fundamental epigenetic process is16

vital to a variety of age related pathologies and potentially ageing. In order17

to identify why an increase in age results in aberrant DNA methylation, it18

is necessary to understand the molecular mechanisms which govern this bio-19

chemical system [7, 8]. Additionally, it is imperative to appreciate how the20

dynamics of this molecular system change with age.21

DNA methylation occurs in mammals primarily at CpG dyads; more22

specifically, the methyl group is attached to the fifth carbon of the cytosine23

at the CpG site (Cytosine - Guanine dinucleotide sequence separated by a24

phosphate group). Within the vertebrate genome global methylation can be25

defined by CpG islands (CGIs). These are genomic regions which comprise26

1000 base pairs and consist of high levels of G+C base levels. In addition,27

they are characterized by a deficiency in DNA methylation [9]. Although28

CGI are scantly decorated throughout the genome, their biological impera-29

tive has been coming to the fore in recent years. Chiefly, CGIs are sites of30

transcriptional initiation and thus act as promoters in mammalian genomes.31

Consequently, any change in the methylation status of a CGI will potentially32

effect gene transcription, and this is exactly what happens as hypermethy-33

lation of CGIs are routinely correlated with the transcriptional silencing of34
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gene promoters, a phenomenon which is often a feature of diseases such as35

cancer [10]. Besides, increasing age has been correlated with the hyperme-36

thylation of a wide variety of gene promoters belonging to genes which have37

been associated with ageing [11]. Consequently, it is clear from the above38

discussion ageing has a profound effect on the dynamics of DNA methyla-39

tion and age related changes to processes which control the reactions which40

govern DNA methylation ultimately drive the formation of aberrant DNA41

methylation.42

This biological system remains to be fully delineated; what is known43

is that it is characterized by the activities of several enzymes [12]. The44

enzymes operate as follows: post replicatively, new CpG dinucleotides are45

attached to the complementary strand of the daughter cells, which are un-46

methylated. DNA methyltransferase (Dnmt1) then uses S-Adenosyl methio-47

nine as a substrate to transfer methyl groups to the DNA molecule [13].48

As Dnmt1 preferentially acts on hemimethylated DNA it is thought to be49

chiefly a maintenance enzyme [14]. Therefore, other enzymes are a neces-50

sity for de novo DNA methylation. Current thinking suggests Dnmt3a and51

Dnmt3b are the enzymes which perform this task. Enzymatic maintenance52

and de novo methylation reactions are in turn counterbalanced by passive53

and active demethylation [15]. Passive demethylation usually occurs as a54

result of replication and DNA methylation levels can decrease after several55

rounds of this process [16]. On the other hand it is suggested active methy-56

lation requires Ten-Eleven Translocation (TET) dioxygenases, which oxidize57

the methyl groups of cytosine; a process which eventually results in the rein-58

corporation of an unmethylated cytosine into DNA [17]. As a result the59

maintenance of DNA methylation levels can be viewed as a subtle balancing60

act between maintenance/de novo methylation and passive/active demethy-61

lation.62

In recent years mathematical models have been used as effective tools63

to help advance our understanding of the dynamics which underpin DNA64

methylation – reviewed in [18]. In the current work we present linear and65

nonlinear mathematical models which encapsulate the molecular mechanisms66

which define DNA methylation [19]. In addition, we use our recently devel-67

oped Bayesian algorithm for estimating the parameters of a model and, fur-68

thermore, select the model that best fits given DNA methylation data. The69

Bayesian parameter estimation allows us to leverage prior knowledge of the70

methylation rates to guide the search in the parameter space. To test the71

viability of using parallel transitional Markov chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC)72
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for the DNA methylation problem, parameters are estimated using noisy73

model observations generated from two potential models. Furthermore, the74

sampling algorithm used allows for model selection without any additional75

computational resources. With this in mind, we will use the algorithm to76

identify which model best matches noisy model observations and will test77

which model is most biologically feasible. The model selected as “best” is78

the one that most closely fits the biological system and discovers correlations79

that match with the underlying biological mechanisms.80

2. Models and Methods81

2.1. DNA methylation models82

Based on the approach in [20], three types of population are considered;83

unmethylated CpG dyads, the total number of which is denoted as x1(t),84

hemimethylated CpG dyads, x2(t), and methylated CpG dyads, as x3(t),85

see Fig. 1. An unmethylated CpG dyad is a CpG dyad with none of the86

two CpG sites methylated. Similarly, a hemimethylated CpG dyad has only87

one methylated CpG site and the opposing unmethylated and a methylated88

CpG dyad has both opposing sites methylated. The methylation enzymes89

DNMT1, DNMT3a and DNMT3b, demethylation enzymes TET family and90

DNA replication are responsible for the transitions between the possible91

states of CpG dyads. The methylation rates of unmethylated CpG dyads92

and hemimethylated CpG dyads are k1 and k2, respectively. In addition, the93

demethylation rates of hemimethylated and methylated CpG dyads are k394

and k4, respectively. D denotes the rate of cell division, see Fig. 2.95

Inspired by [21] the mechanism behind DNA division is described as96

follows. Unmethylated DNA strands bond with the parental strands dur-97

ing DNA replication. Therefore, all parental methylated CpG dyads form98

hemimethylated CpG dyads in the daughter cells [22]. The hemimethy-99

lated CpG dyads in the parental cell either become unmethylated, or re-100

mains hemimethylated in the daughter cells. In this case it is assumed that101

half of the parental hemimethylated CpG dyads become unmethylated in102

the daughter cells and the other half remain hemimethylated. Unmethylated103

dyads remain unmethylated.104

The above biological mechanisms can be translated in a set of ordinary105

differential equations (ODEs) as follows, see [19],106
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methylated CpG dyad (x3)

hemimethylated CpG dyad (x2)

unmethylated CpG dyad (x1)

Figure 1: The three different states of a CpG dyad; unmethylated (x1), hemimethylated
(x2) and methylated (x3) CpG dyads. A white circle denotes an unmethylated CpG site
whereas a black circle represents a methylated CpG site. An unmethylated (x1) CpG
dyad consists of two unmethylated opposite CpG sites, a hemimethylated dyad (x2) has
only one of the two sites methylated and a methylated dyad (x3) has both opposing sites
methylated.

x1 x2 x3

k1 k2

k3 k4

D/2 D

Figure 2: The diagram for the methylation rates between x1, x2 and x3.

dx1(t)

dt
= −k1x1(t) +

(
k3 +

1

2
D

)
x2(t) (1)

dx2(t)

dt
= k1x1(t)−

(
k2 + k3 +

1

2
D

)
x2(t) +

(
k4 +D

)
x3(t) (2)

dx3(t)

dt
= k2x2(t)−

(
k4 +D

)
x3(t). (3)

Gene promoters are regions of interest in terms of DNA methylation levels.107

Monitoring the evolution of the populations of CpG sites in gene promoters,108

dictates that the total number of CpG dyads has to be constant. Therefore,109

it was considered that x1(t)+x2(t)+x3(t) = C, with C > 0. Substituting the110

above equation into the set of equations (1)-(3), we deduce the equivalent111

non-homogeneous system112
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dx1(t)

dt
= −

(
k1 + k3 +

1

2
D

)
x1(t)−

(
k3 +

1

2
D

)
x3(t) + C

(
k3 +

1

2
D

)
(4)

dx3(t)

dt
= −k2x1(t)−

(
k2 + k4 +D

)
x3(t) + Ck2 (5)

x2(t) = C − x1(t)− x3(t). (6)

Depending on the specific type of tissue, methylation levels in gene pro-113

moters may significantly vary [23]. There are two different patterns observed114

in the DNA methylation levels in gene promoters; hypomethylated and hy-115

permethylated [24]. In a hypomethylated location, the vast majority of the116

CpG sites are unmethylated. On the contrary, a hypermethylated region117

consists mainly of methylated CpG sites. Thus, it is necessary to introduce118

some nonlinear terms to obtain the observed behaviour, namely, the bistable119

state of gene promoters. A key question is how to determine the most appro-120

priate nonlinear model that will give the expected behaviour with respect to121

the data collected.122

To account for a potential transition between the two states it is neces-123

sary to appreciate the following biological arguments. If a scenario exists124

whereby there is an abundance of unmethylated CpG dyads (x1) and the125

gene promoter is hypomethylated, it is reasonable to assume that with time126

unmethylated CpG dyads will become methylated. Biologically this could127

happen as a result of fluctuating levels of DNMT3a and DNMT3b (denoted128

in the model by an increase in k1 rate). As the number of unmethylated129

CpG dyads (x1) drops, the methylation rate k1 increases. While the level130

of unmethylated dyads decreases, then the number of hemimethylated dyads131

(x2) increases. This can be interpreted as k1 being a decreasing function of132

x1(t) or an increasing function of x2(t). It remains unknown if the transition133

between the two different states is due to an increase in the de novo methy-134

lation enzymes (DNMT3a and DNMT3b) or whether it is due to a decrease135

in the demethylation enzymes (the TET protein family). To account for the136

latter, it can be assumed that as the number of unmethylated CpG dyads137

(x1) decreases, the demethylation rate k3 drops, due to a change in TET en-138

zyme activity and consequently the number of hemimethylated CpG dyads139

increases. This can be described by denoting the rate k3 as an increasing140

function of x1(t) or a decreasing function of x2(t). A similar premise can be141

suggested for the transition rates k2 and k4. A significant rise in methylated142
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CpG dyads can be as a result of an increase in DNMT1 maintenance levels143

or due to a decrease in the TET enzymes, namely either a k2 increase or a144

k4 drop. Thus it is logical that k2 can be a decreasing function of x2 or an145

increasing function of x3 and k4 an increasing function of x2 or a decreasing146

function of x3.147

Following the biological assumptions made above, there are two plausible148

approaches of representing the transition rates as functions of the CpG dyads.149

These expressions can be considered either in terms of x2 or in terms of x1150

and x3, as follows.151

k1(x2) = k11 + k12x
γ1
2 (↗), (7)

k2(x2) = k21 + k22x
γ2
2 (↘), (8)

k3(x2) = k31 + k32x
γ3
2 (↘), (9)

k4(x2) = k41 + k42x
γ4
2 (↗), (10)

or152

k1(x1) = k11 + k12x
γ1
1 (↘), (11)

k2(x3) = k21 + k22x
γ2
3 (↗), (12)

k3(x1) = k31 + k32x
γ3
1 (↗), (13)

k4(x3) = k41 + k42x
γ4
3 (↘), (14)

where kj(xi) > 0 and γi ∈ R.Here we assume γi = 2, since these reactions are153

akin to second order kinetics which are common in biochemical systems. The154

arrow next to each formula denotes an increasing or decreasing transition155

function of the populations xi, as biology dictates. In our previous work156

[19], we selected methylation rates as functions of x1 and x3. Therefore, the157

following system is obtained158

dx1(t)

dt
= −A1(x1(t))x1(t)− A2(x1(t))x3(t) + A3(x1(t))C (15)

dx3(t)

dt
= −B1(x3(t))x1(t)−B2(x3(t))x3(t) +B3(x3(t))C (16)

x2(t) = C − x1(t)− x3(t), (17)
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where159

A1(x1(t)) = k11 − k12x21(t) + k31 + k32x
2
1(t) +

1

2
D,

A2(x1(t)) = k31 + k32x
2
1(t) +

1

2
D,

A3(x1(t)) = k31 + k32x
2
1(t) +

1

2
D,

B1(x3(t)) = k21 + k22x
2
3(t),

B2(x3(t)) = k21 + k22x
2
3(t) + k41 − k42x23(t) +D,

B3(x3(t)) = k21 + k22x
2
3(t),

see [19]. The results of our model corroborate experimental work which has160

investigated the epigenetic nature of gene promoters [25]. Moreover, sensi-161

tivity analysis was able to suggest which parameters were vulnerable to small162

perturbations. However, given the uncertainty which surrounds these param-163

eter values generally and the lack of quantitative biological information, it164

is necessary to consolidate our findings. One approach to these problems is165

through utilizing Bayesian inference.166

2.2. Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification167

It is reasonable to assume that in reality DNA methylation will not168

exactly match any model and measured data will be noisy. Statistical in-169

ference is included to infer information from observations. Bayesian uncer-170

tainty quantification (UQ) assumes that parameters are random variables171

with unknown distributions and leverages prior information, knowledge, and172

experience to inform searches about distributions of unknown parameters.173

2.2.1. Model Parameter Estimation174

In this context, the parameters of interest θ are inputs into a DNA methy-175

lation model M that predicts output quantities of interest g(θ|M) ∈ Rm, e.g.176

the number of unmethylated, hemimethylated and methylated CpG dyads177

x1, x2, and x3. As the model cannot exactly represent physical, observed178

quantities D due to various errors (e.g. measurement, computational or179

modelling), the Bayesian context needs an explicit expression relating the180

model outputs to the noisy observation data. One possible perturbation is181

that the observed data D are generated according to the model prediction182

equation:183
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D = g(θ|M) + e, (18)

where g(θ|M) are the model predictions for a given model inputs θ ∈ Rn and184

e is the prediction error. The posterior distribution for the parameters given185

the observed data is given by Bayes’ Theorem as:186

p(θ|D,M) =
p(D|θ,M)π(θ|M)

ρ(D|M)
, (19)

in terms of the prior distribution on the parameters π(θ|M), likelihood187

p(D|θ,M), and evidence ρ(D|M) of the model class, given by the multi-188

dimensional integral189

ρ(D|M) =

∫
Rn

p(D|θ,M)π(θ|M)dθ.

When M is one particular model in a parameterized class of models, the190

evidence ρ(D|M) serves as a measure of how well the model matches the191

data and serves as one method for model selection [26, 27].192

Using the prediction error equation (18) and assuming that the prediction193

errors e are Gaussian distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ, the194

observed data D will also be normally distributed. Thus, the likelihood195

p(D|θ,M) is given by196

p(D|θ,M) =
|Σ(θ)|−1/2

(2π)m/2
exp

[
− 1

2
J(θ,D|M)

]
where197

J(θ,D|M) = [D − g(θ|M)]TΣ−1(θ)[D − g(θ|M)]

is the weighted measure of fit between the model predictions and measured198

data, | · | denotes the determinant, and the parameter set θ is augmented199

to include parameters that are involved with the structure of the covariance200

matrix Σ.201

2.2.2. Model Selection202

The Bayesian uncertainty quantification framework can be extended to203

not only estimate distributions of parameters, but also compare the plausi-204

bility of different models based upon the available data. In this case, there205
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is a family M = {Mi, i = 1, . . . , κ} of κ alternative model classes. Each of206

these models in our context refers to a different expression for kj, which can207

depend either on the hemimethylated CpG dyads x2 or on the unmethylated208

and methylated CpG dyads x1 and x3.209

Similar to parameter estimation, we assume a prior distribution on the210

different model classes Pr(Mi), which corresponds to the probability of select-211

ing model Mi from the familyM. Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior probability212

for model Mi is given as:213

Pr(Mi|D) =
ρ(D|Mi)Pr(Mi)

p(D|M)

where Pr(Mi|D) is the posterior distribution for model class Mi, ρ(D|Mi)214

is the evidence for model, and p(D|M) =
κ∑
i=1

ρ(D|Mi) is a normalization215

constant. If the prior on models is uniform, then the posterior distribution216

Pr(Mi|D) for each model is directly proportional to the evidence ρ(D|Mi).217

Therefore model selection is free when the evidence has already been calcu-218

lated in parameter estimation.219

2.2.3. TMCMC Method220

As the parameter distributions are often unknown, we need to use a221

method to approximately sample from them to estimate the underlying pos-222

terior distribution. One such sampling method is transitional Markov chain223

Monte Carlo (TMCMC), which benefits from its ability to run a large number224

of Markov chains in parallel, alleviating some of the computational bottle-225

necks that often occur with sampling methods.226

The TMCMC algorithm used by the highly efficient task sharing frame-227

work Π4U [28, 29, 30] slowly transitions from the prior distribution to the228

target distribution (the posterior p(θ|D,M)) by constructing a series of in-229

termediate distribution functions:230

fj(θ) ∼ [p(D|θ,M)]qj · π(θ|M), j = 0, . . . , λ

0 = q0 < q1 < . . . < qλ = 1.

The TMCMC algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Initially, N0231

samples θ0,k are taken from the prior distribution f0(θ) = π(θ|M). For each232

stage j of the algorithm, the current samples are evaluated by computing the233

plausibility weights w(θj,k) as234
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w(θj,k) =
fj+1(θj,k)

fj(θj,k)
= [p(D|θj,k,M)]qj+1−qj .

Since the qj are selected to be monotonically increasing, the plausibility235

weights for parameter θj,k are higher for those with a larger likelihood, i.e.236

ones that generate the observed data given the parameters and models. Sec-237

ondly, the qj’s determine how smoothly the prior distribution transitions238

to the posterior distributions, with small increments yielding smoother up-239

dates, but a more computationally intensive algorithm. In order to balance240

computational efficiency and smooth transitions between intermediate dis-241

tributions, recent literature suggests that qj+1 should be taken so that the242

covariance of the plausibility weights at stage j is smaller than a tolerance243

covariance value, often 1.0 [31, 28, 29, 30].244

Algorithm 1 TMCMC

1: procedure TMCMC Ref. [28]
2: BEGIN, SET j = 0, q0 = 0
3: Generate {θ0,k, k = 1, . . . , N0} from prior f0(θ) = π(θ|M) and compute

likelihood p(D|θ0,k,M) for each sample.
4: loop:
5: WHILE qj+1 ≤ 1 DO:
6: Analyze samples {θj,k, k = 1, . . . , Nj} to determine qj+1, weights
w(θj,k), covariance Σj, and estimator Sj of E[w(θj,k)].

7: Resample based on samples available in stage j in order to generate
samples for stage j + 1 and compute likelihood p(D|θj+1,k,M) for each.

8: if qj+1 > 1 then
9: BREAK,

10: else
11: j = j + 1
12: goto loop.

13: end
14: END

Next, the algorithm computes the average Sj of the plausibility weights,245

the normalized plausibility weights, the scaled covariance Σj of the samples246
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θj,k, which are used to produce the next generation of samples θj+1,k:247

Sj =
1

Nj

Nj∑
k=1

w(θj,k)

w̄(θj,k)/

Nj∑
k=1

w(θj,k) = w(θj,k)/(NjSj)

Σj = b2
Nj∑
k=1

w̄(θj,k)[θj,k − µj][θj,k − µj]
T .

Σj is calculated using the sample mean µ
j

and a scaling factor b, usually248

taken to be 0.2 [31, 28, 29, 30].249

The algorithm then generates Nj+1 samples θ̂j+1,k by randomly selecting250

from the previous generations of samples {θj,k} such that θ̂j+1,` = θj,k with251

probability w(θj,k). These samples are selected independently at random, so252

any parameter can be selected multiple times. Let nj+1,k be the number of253

times θj,k is selected. Each unique sample is used as the starting point of an254

independent Markov chain of length nj+1,k generated using the Metropolis al-255

gorithm [32] with target distribution fj and a Gaussian proposal distribution256

with covariance Σj centered at the current value. The Metropolis algorithm257

for each of our Markov chains yields Nj+1 total samples θj+1,k. Finally, the258

algorithm either moves forward to generation j+ 1 or terminates if qj+1 > 1.259

3. Results and Discussion260

We apply Π4U to the nonlinear DNA methylation model described ear-261

lier. The four-stage Runge-Kutta method was used to generate the model262

outputs g in the model prediction equation. The model outputs considered263

are the time-series evolution for x1, x2, and x3 from t = 0 to t = 10, with264

step size ∆t = 0.0001 and every hundredth step recorded, resulting in 300265

sample points. Measured data are simulated by computing all outputs using266

a reference model and corrupting each output by Gaussian noise as267

Dk = ξk + σεk

where Dk is the observation data from the kth position of the vector, ξk is268

the kth model output, εk is a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian variable,269
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and σ is the level of the noise. The reference model is selected to correspond270

to some nominal values of the model parameters. In order for the signal-271

to-noise ratio to be high enough for meaningful estimation, we choose σ to272

be a fraction σ = 0.01α of the standard deviation α of all model outputs.273

The model prediction error covariance Σ is assumed to be a diagonal matrix274

Σ = σI whose nonzero entries all have the same magnitude σ.275

In the following results, we estimate parameters via the generation of276

104 samples from the posterior for the DNA methylation model. For ease of277

comparison, numerical results are computed in terms of the rescaled param-278

eters (θk31 , θk32 , θγ, σ/α), given by θk31 = k31/k310 , i.e., the ratio between279

the estimated value and the nominal value. The prior is assumed uniform on280

[−4, 4]×[−4, 4]×[−4, 4]×[0, 0.05] in the scaled parameter space. We consider281

two formats for the non-linear term k3: k3(x1) = k31 + k32x
γ
1 , an increasing282

function of x1, and k3(x2) = k31+k32x
γ
2 , a decreasing function of x2. We take283

the following parameter values for the nominal parameter values k310 = 1,284

k320 = 0.01, γ0 = 2, and σ = 0.01α for k3(x1) and k310 = 100, k320 = −0.01,285

γ0 = 2, and σ = 0.01α for k3(x2).286

3.1. Parameter Estimation287

In this case, we have two sets of reference data. The first, denoted O1,288

comes from the time history generated by the model M1 where the expression289

k3 depends on x1 and the second, denoted O2, comes from the model M2290

where the expression k3 depends on x2. In both cases, k1 = 0.012, k2 = 99,291

k4 = 0.08 and the other parameters are as described above.292

The results using k3(x1) are displayed in Figure 3, which show a strong293

negative correlation with k31 and k32, which determine the hemimethylation294

rate of CpG dyads (x2 to x1). This makes intuitive sense, as an increase295

in k31 should correspond with a decrease in k32 to match the dynamics.296

Correspondingly, both k32 and γ have a strong negative correlation.297

The recovered scaled mean parameter values are in Table 1, recovering298

values (k31, k32, γ, σ/α) = (0.961, 0.0105, 1.998, 0.010). To quantify the de-299

gree of uncertainty for each parameter’s posterior distribution, we compute300

the coefficient of variation, defined as the ratio of its standard deviation to its301

mean (denoting the results uk31 , uk32 , uγ, uσ/α). In all cases, the parameter302

values are recovered within one standard deviation of the nominal values.303

The results using k3(x2) are displayed in Figure 4, which displays different304

correlations than the k3(x1) case. Here, the k31 parameter is found almost305

exactly, while k32 and γ have a range of negative and positive values that are306
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Figure 3: Parameter estimation results using reference data from the model where k3 =
k31 + k32x

γ
1 with a time history from T = 0 to T = 10. The nominal parameter values

used were k31 = 1, k32 = 0.01, γ = 2, and noise level σ = 0.01α. The model used in
parameter estimation is k3 = k31 + k32x

γ
1 . Histograms for each parameter are displayed

along the main diagonal of the figure. Sub-figures below the diagonal show the marginal
joint density functions for each pair of parameters, while sub-figures above the diagonal
show the samples used in the final stage of TMCMC. Colors correspond to probabilities,
with yellow likely and blue unlikely.

found. This is likely due to small changes in k32 and γ not greatly effecting307

the dynamics of k3(x2).308

The recovered scaled mean parameter values are in Table 1, recovering309

values (k31, k32, γ, σ/α) = (99.1, -0.014, 0.576, 0.010). In this case, the pa-310

rameters are all recovered within two standard deviations of the mean, due311

to the wide smear in the recovered parameter values.312

3.2. Model Selection313

Next, our aim was to identify which model generated which reference data314

set. To do this, we used the reference data set for k3(x2) and use the k3(x1)315

model to recover parameters; correspondingly the k3(x2) model also uses the316

k3(x1) reference data to perform parameter estimation. The results for these317

two experiments are displayed in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. Since k3(x2)318
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Figure 4: Parameter estimation results using reference data from model where k3 = k31 +
k32x

γ
2 with a time history from T = 0 to T = 10. The nominal parameter values used were

k31 = 100, k32 = −0.01, γ = 2, and noise level σ = 0.01α. The model used in parameter
estimation is k3 = k31 + k32x

γ
2 .Descriptions of the sub-figures can be found in Figure 3.

takes on parameter values in a much larger range and k3(x1) is increasing, the319

prior distributions were expanded to [0, 400]× [0, 400]× [0, 4]× [0, 0.20] and320

[−4, 4]× [−4, 4]× [−4, 4]× [0, 0.20] for models k3(x1) and k3(x2), respectively.321

To analyze the various models, the results from the previous four exper-322

iments are displayed in Table 1. By comparing the Bayes factors for both323

models that used reference data from k3(x1), we find that with probability one324

that data came from model k3(x1), regardless of the range of parameter val-325

ues that are explored. Correspondingly, model k3(x2) recovered parameters326

that are very different from the nominal parameter values, further demon-327

strating the inability of that model to recover dynamics similar to those of328

the observed data. When comparing the Bayes factors for the observation329

data from k3(x2), we find with probability ∼ 0.91 that the data came from330

model k3(x2) when we use a sufficiently large prior distribution for model331

k3(x1). However, to achieve this result requires an immense parameter do-332

main that seems infeasible in general as the recovered parameters are 200333

times the expected value. Thus, we are able to confidently resolve a model334
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(a) Results for using model k3(x1) on reference data from k3(x2).

(b) Results for using model k3(x2) on reference data from k3(x1).

Figure 5: Parameter estimation results using the “incorrect” model on reference data, i.e.
the model k3(x1) on noisy data generated from k3(x2) and similarly for model k3(x2).
Descriptions of the sub-figures can be found in Figure 3, and the parameter values used
can be found in Figures 3 and 4.
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misspecification problem; i.e., we are able to correctly recover the model that335

generated each of the data sets used.336

Model p(Mj|D) θk31 uk31 (%) θk32 uk32 (%)
M1, O1 ∼ 1.0 0.961 37.96 1.045 19.79
M2, O1 ∼ 0.0 0.252 1.64 -3.161 11.89
M1, O2 0.0936 94.242 2.52 170.437 5.18
M2, O2 0.9064 0.991 0.32 -1.445 -116.22

Model θγ uγ (%) σ/α uσ/α (%)
M1, O1 0.999 2.223 0.010 4.22
M2, O1 1.202 1.50 0.134 3.24
M1, O2 0.138 5.73 0.010 3.94
M2, O2 0.288 162.73 0.010 3.08

Table 1: Subset of model selection results for DNA methylation models.

3.3. Two Standard Deviation Added-Noise and Nonlinear Model337

Another method to add noise is to use a different standard deviation for338

each model output. Previously, we had assumed that the noise was added339

with a constant factor that was the same for x1, x2, and x3. However, the340

spread of these three populations may be different so we instead considered341

the case where we had a different standard deviation, σ1 and σ3, for x1 and x3.342

The covariance matrix was still assumed to be diagonal, but now Σj,j = σ1343

for j = 1, 3, . . .m − 1 and Σj,j = σ3 for j = 2, 4, . . . ,m. The noise was344

added as before, but where we used σ1 when the output corresponds to an345

x1 observation, and σ3 otherwise, i.e.346

Dk =

{
ξk + σ1εk, k = 1, 3, . . . ,m− 1,

ξk + σ3εk, k = 2, 4, . . . ,m.

In the following experiments, we worked with the nonlinear coefficient347

cases and considered two potential models: M1,3, where the coefficients for348

k1 and k3 depend on x1 and k2 and k4 depend on x3 and M2, in which all349

coefficients depend on x2. For each of these models, we generated reference350

data as described above using noisy observations from model M1,3, denoted351

O1,3, or noisy observations from model M2, denoted O2. We first estimated352

parameters for each model using the noisy data that was generated from353
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that model. Secondly, we tried to identify which model generated what354

data. Three experiments were performed: first we attempted to recover the355

parameters for models M1,3 and M2. Second, model selection was performed356

to see if the Π4U framework was able to recover which model generated which357

data set. Finally, we tried to recover all eight model parameters, as well as358

the corresponding noise levels.359

Again, for the ease of comparison, numerical results were computed in360

terms of the rescaled parameters (θk11 , θk21 , θk32 , θk41 , θγ, σ1/α1, σ3/α3), given361

by θk11 = k11/k110 , i.e. the ratio between the estimated value and the nominal362

value. The prior was assumed uniform on [0, 4]×[0, 4]×[0, 4]×[0, 4]×[0, 0.05]×363

[0, 0.05] in the scaled parameter space. We took the following parameter364

values for the nominal parameter values k110 = 2.1, k210 = 10, k320 = 0.0099,365

and k410 = 4 for M1,3 and k110 = 1.9, k210 = 110, k320 = −0.0099, and366

k410 = 2 for M2.367

3.3.1. The Four Most Sensitive Parameters368

In this experiment, we used model M1,3 with noisy observations O1,3 or369

M2 with noisy observations O2 to perform parameter estimation for the four370

model parameters k11, k21, k32, and k41, which were found to be the four371

parameters that caused the largest changes in x1, x2, and x3 [19]. In addition,372

we also tried to recover the amount of added noise. In these experiments, 5%373

noise was added to the model outputs of x1 and x3 to generate observations374

O1,3, where σi = 0.05αi, for i = 1, 3 and αi is the standard deviation for375

model outputs xi.376

The case where observations were created using model M1,3 has results377

displayed in Figure 6, where the parameters used for generating the reference378

data are marked with red dots. We see clear correlations between the pa-379

rameters: k11 and k32 have a positive correlation, which makes intuitive sense380

as those two coefficients have opposite effects: one controls the methylation381

rate, while the other influences the demethylation rate. Correspondingly,382

we see positive correlations with k21 and k41. In addition to the marginal383

posterior distributions matching the expected correlations, they also include384

the nominal parameter values used to create the reference data: for all four385

model parameters, the “true” parameter value is recovered within one stan-386

dard deviation; the level of the noise is also recovered well for this case. The387

marginal distributions from σ1/α1 and σ3/α3 are both centered around 0.05,388

the noise level used to create the noisy observations.389

Our second case, where model M2 was used to create noisy observations390
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Figure 6: Parameter estimation results for model M1,3 using reference data O1,3 with 5%
added noise. Histograms for each parameter are displayed along the main diagonal of the
figure. Sub-figures below the diagonal show the marginal joint density functions for each
pair of parameters, while sub-figures above the diagonal show the samples used in the final
stage of TMCMC. Colors correspond to probabilities, with yellow likely and blue unlikely.
Red dots indicate the parameter values used for generating the noisy data set used for
performing parameter estimation and model selection.

O2, also performs well: as with the previous case, all of the nominal parameter391

values are recovered within one standard deviation of the estimated means.392

Furthermore, there are similar correlations to the previous case. Now the393

correlation between k21 and k32 is negative due to k32 having a negative394

coefficient: for larger values of k21, a more negative coefficient is needed395

to have similar dynamics as the observations. In both cases, the relative396

uncertainty of all parameters are on the same scale. The exception is k21 for397

M1,3, which has a relatively bigger uncertainty than the other parameters.398

This large uncertainty in k21 could be due to the relatively larger parameter399

values that θk21 explores during the TMCMC algorithm.400

Next, we performed model selection. To do this, we used model M2 on401

O1,3 and model M1,3 on O2 to see whether it could still produce the same402

dynamic behavior as the other model. We compared both models’ results403

on each set of the noisy observations. In both cases, as seen in Table 2,404
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Figure 7: Parameter estimation results for model M2 using reference data O2 with 5%
added noise.

the other model is unable to recover the dynamics using the uniform prior405

[0, 8] × [0, 8] × [0, 8] × [0, 8] × [0, 1] × [0, 1]. When the Bayes factors for the406

two models are compared, the likelihood of M2 on O1,3 is negligible, and407

similarly for M1 on O2. These results can be intuitively seen by also looking408

at how the incorrect models are inadequate at estimating the parameters, as409

they are not able to match the dynamics of the problem. Demonstrated in410

Figure 8, the “best” parameters in these cases are along the border of the411

prior distribution and to better match the observed data, portraying that412

parameter values much larger than those expected biologically are required413

to recover dynamics close to the noisy observations.414

3.4. All Parameters415

Finally, we attempted to recover the eight coefficients for all four param-416

eters k1, k2, k3, and k4 using noisy observations from model M1,3 and M2.417

We did this for two cases of added noise: 1% and 5% noise.418

For the 1% added noise case using model M1,3 displayed in Figure 9,419

all parameters are recovered within two standard deviations of the means.420

As in the four parameter case, the distribution for k21 has a rather wide421
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(a) Results for using model M1,3 on reference data from O2.

(b) Results for using model M2 on reference data from O1,3.

Figure 8: Parameter estimation results using a different model than the one that generated
the reference data. Descriptions of the sub-figures can be found in Figure 3, and the
parameter values used can be found in Figures 6 and 7.
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Model p(Mi|D) θk11 uk11 (%) θk21 uk21 (%) θk32
M1,3, O1,3 ∼ 1.00 1.0030 1.09 0.8374 23.93 0.9710
M2, O1,3 ∼ 0.00 1.7466 6.66 5.3280 5.21 0.0316
M1,3, O2 ∼ 0.00 0.2060 2.14 7.1298 2.09 0.0004
M2, O2 ∼ 1.00 0.9975 1.20 0.9945 0.80 1.0032

Model uk32 (%) θk41 uk41 (%) σ1/α1 uσ1/α1 σ3/α3 uσ3/α3

M1,3, O1,3 4.82 0.9926 2.01 0.0521 4.78 0.0498 5.36
M2, O1,3 92.75 0.0112 112.73 0.7903 4.37 0.6196 5.34
M1,3, O2 115.23 7.9701 0.47 0.9992 0.10 0.9980 0.17
M2, O2 0.92 0.9884 1.99 0.0524 5.39 0.0495 4.77

Table 2: Model selection results for estimating four most sensitive transition rates for two
model scenarios and two observed data sets for 5% added noise.

Figure 9: Parameter estimation results for model M1,3 using reference data O1,3 with 1%
added noise.

standard deviation. Furthermore, we note that the parameters k12, k22, k42422

all have wider distributions than the more sensitive parameters k11, k32, and423

k41. This matches intuition, as the parameters that cause larger changes in424

the model outputs are more easily recovered since we want to minimize the425

difference between model outputs and observed data. In addition, the model426
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correlations match what is expected from the system dynamics: for example,427

k21 and k22 have a negative correlation. Since the coefficient k2(x3) is an428

increasing function, a larger value of k21 would require a smaller value of k22429

to result in similar values for k2(x3).430

Figure 10: Parameter estimation results for model M2 using reference data O2 with 1%
added noise.

In addition, we again considered the 1% added noise case for M2, shown431

in Figure 10. For the model where coefficients depend on x2 all nominal432

parameter values are found within two standard deviations of the recovered433

means, except k12. It was found that, model M2 is highly insensitive to k12:434

increasing or decreasing k12 by 50% change the model outputs on the order435

of 10−5; however, the added noise adjusts the parameter values on the order436

of 10−1. Due to this discrepancy in the model sensitivity and noise level,437

it seems that the parameter value for k12 is difficult to recover and, as a438

result of model robustness to this parameter, is not as important to recover439

accurately. Similar to the M1,3 case, the recovered marginal distributions440

have correlations that match intuition. For example, k21 and k22 have a441

positive correlation. Since k2(x2) is a decreasing function, smaller values of442

k21 correspondingly need smaller values of k22 to keep k2 close to the same443

values as the nominal parameter values.444

Model selection was also performed on these parameter values. The scaled445
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Model p(Mj|D) θk11 uk11 (%) θk12 uk12 (%) θk21 uk21 (%)
M1,3, O1,3 ∼ 1.0 0.999 0.43 0.743 71.00 0.636 46.81
M2, O1,3 ∼ 0.0 3.899 0.85 0.650 59.11 4.000 0.01
M1,3, O2 ∼ 0.0 0.326 1.14 0.011 118.97 2.943 6.43
M2, O2 ∼ 1.0 0.992 0.52 3.151 16.66 1.010 0.88

θk22 uk22 θk31 uk31 θk32 uk32 θk41 uk42
1.106 9.36 1.000 0.90 0.998 1.34 1.018 4.88
0.006 115.00 1.740 0.84 0.001 99.19 0.000 92.20
0.001 102.08 4.000 0.05 0.001 114.44 1.400 7.75
1.017 1.13 1.000 0.80 0.996 1.16 1.003 0.99

θk42 uk42 σ1/α1 uσ1/α1 (%) σ3/α3 uσ3/α3 (%)
0.934 5.48 0.011 5.57 0.010 5.90
3.696 6.05 0.200 0.0003 0.200 0.01
0.005 94.86 0.200 0.03 0.200 0.02
0.536 72.47 0.01 6.18 0.01 6.37

Table 3: Model selection results for estimating all transition rates added noise for two
model scenarios and two observed data sets for 1% added noise.

model parameters were given a prior of [0, 4] and the standard deviations446

had a uniform prior on [0, 0.20]. In these cases, we find that M1,3 is the447

model that best matches O1,3 with probability one, and similarly M2 best448

matchesO2 with probability one. In addition, the incorrect models are unable449

to recover the proper parameter values. As seen in Table 3, many of the450

recovered parameter values are on the boundary of the prior distribution,451

demonstrating that the usual domain for the parameters of each model are452

not able to recover the dynamics of the other model. In both of our cases,453

we are able to recover that O1,3 came from M1,3 and O2 is a noisy version of454

model M2.455

The same experiment was repeated using 5% added noise. Using model456

M1,3 (seen in Figure 11), the 5% noise case recovers all parameters within457

two standard deviations, although the distributions are comparatively wider458

than those found in previous experiments: most of the recovered standard459

deviations are 2–5 times as large for 5% added noise as the 1% added noise460

case. Again, this matches intuition as noisier data should result in more461

uncertainty in the estimated distributions.462

For model M2, more model parameters are not estimated well: k12, k31,463
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Figure 11: Parameter estimation results M1,3 using reference data O1,3 with 5% added
noise.

k32, and k42 are not recovered within two standard deviations, and most464

parameters are only recovered due to having very large standard deviations.465

For M2, all standard deviations for the 5% noise case are 2–5 times as large466

as those for 1% noise.467

Finally, the model selection was again performed and similar results to the468

1% noise case occurred: again, the Bayes factors accurately conclude which469

observation data came from which model. Secondly, the distributions again470

move to the boundaries of the domain, demonstrating that for the typical471

parameter values, M2 cannot give the dynamics of M1,3 and vice versa.472

4. Conclusions473

In this paper, we presented an uncertainty quantification framework that474

is applicable to a wide array of parameter estimation and model selection475

problems. For experimental biologists with wet lab data, the methodology476

can be used to test and improve various models, as well as guide future re-477

search. In order to use the method described in the paper, three components478

are necessary: first, experimental data are needed as the reference data.479

Second, model or models for the biological phenomena are needed to esti-480

mate parameters or test which model best describes the experimental data.481
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Model p(Mj|D) θk11 uk11 (%) θk12 uk12 (%) θk21 uk21 (%)
M1,3, O1,3 ∼ 1.0 1.029 2.01 0.521 88.73 1.34 47.35
M2, O1,3 ∼ 0.0 3.429 9.10 1.269 68.52 3.907 3.08
M1,3, O2 ∼ 0.0 0.340 3.36 0.078 100.10 3.687 4.93
M2, O2 ∼ 1.0 0.925 2.23 0.667 69.54 1.173 4.78

θk22 uk22 θk31 uk31 θk32 uk32 θk41 uk42
0.967 23.81 1.073 3.75 1.087 6.50 1.008 18.74
0.334 90.12 1.559 10.10 0.126 102.09 0.007 106.47
0.004 81.31 3.986 0.34 0.004 109.10 1.869 6.33
1.244 5.53 0.995 5.46 0.917 7.37 1.139 4.96

θk42 uk42 σ1/α1 uσ1/α1 (%) σ3/α3 uσ3/α3 (%)
1.017 23.21 0.053 5.61 0.050 6.10
1.765 59.56 0.837 5.05 0.665 5.80
0.031 102.78 0.499 0.18 0.499 0.12
1.061 81.26 0.55 6.91 0.051 6.87

Table 4: Model selection results for estimating all transition rates added noise for two
model scenarios and two observed data sets for 5% added noise.

Finally, a “connector” code is required to compare the model to the experi-482

mental data. Our Bayesian framework propagates the forward model through483

sampled sets of parameters and uses the goodness of the fit to guide the next484

generation of samples. In addition, this approach is highly parallelizable,485

lending itself easily to applications that were previously too computationally486

intensive to be feasible [30]. Due to these simple three requirements and its487

parallelizability, this method is useable for parameter estimation and model488

selection problems for a wide array of fields and backgrounds.489

We find that the Bayesian uncertainty quantification framework allows490

us to recover robust predictions for parameters of the DNA methylation491

model, for example the the demethylation rate k3, despite only using a lim-492

ited amount of noisy data. When examining the model with unknown expo-493

nent γ, the method was able to accurately recover all parameters within two494

standard deviations of the nominal parameter values for observed data that495

was generated from the corresponding model. Furthermore, the method was496

able to discern which model the observed data were generated from, as long497

as the biological constraints were maintained. Our methodology prefers that498

demethylation is dependent upon the total number of unmethylated CpG499
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dyads for the noisy data generated from that assumption. If the parameter500

space searched allows the model to no longer obey the observed monotonic-501

ity of the demethylation parameters, the observed data generated from the502

demethylation parameter depending on hemimethylated CpG dyads x2, i.e.503

k3(x2), can be matched to both models.504

In our second scenario, we considered various noise levels and estimated505

more model parameters for the demethylation rates, although we assumed506

that the exponent was fixed γ = 2 for all populations. For the four most sen-507

sitive parameter scenario, all parameters were recovered within a reasonable508

deviation from the nominal values. Furthermore, correlations that match the509

intuition of the biological model are observed in the various recovered param-510

eter values. Finally, we were also able to identify whether the parameters511

depended on the unmethylated and methylated or the hemimethylated CpG512

dyads, showing that our method may be able to help better understand the513

biological process if given real data.514

Finally, we estimate all eight parameters related to demethylation rates515

for a few added noise scenarios to demonstrate the power of the Bayesian516

framework. Again, when the parameters depend on unmethylated and methy-517

lated CpG dyads, all values are recovered within two standard deviations of518

the nominal parameter values. The scenario where the parameters depend519

on the hemimethylated CpG dyads has a bit more difficulty recovering the520

nominal parameter values for 5% added noise, but this is likely due to some521

model insensitivity to those parameter values. In all cases, however, we are522

able to recover which model generated what observed data. In addition, by523

comparing the recovered levels of noise, we observe that the σ = 0.05α sce-524

narios correspondingly have larger uncertainties in the recovered parameter525

values than the σ = 0.01α cases.526

It is important to put the results of our work within a biological con-527

text. For example, a finding of the work is the ability of our technique to528

determine if model parameter values are dependent on different methylation529

states. The issue of whether or not rates of methylation/demethylation are530

inexorably linked to promoter topology is an ongoing question the experimen-531

tal community has been attempting to unravel. For instance, it is generally532

regarded that during replication DNMTs are responsible for the remethy-533

lation of hemimethylated DNA. However, due to a number of experimental534

findings it has been suggested by [33] that this is unfeasible and that the535

methylation of a CpG site is affected by the methylation levels of the nearby536

CpG sites. This idea couples DNMTs activity with CpG level. Therefore,537
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the fact that our theoretical analysis can explore this issue is a significant538

feature of our work which can be explored further by the experimental com-539

munity. Another area of biological significance is that our models are based540

on the assumption of enzymatic processivity [34]. A way to fully test the541

findings from our model would be determine in the laboratory whether our542

findings hold in case it turns out that DNMTs are not processive enzymes543

and that rather other factors are at play, as for example, RNA directed DNA544

methylation.545
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